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Ward Intelligent Solutions
Ward Security provides high-tech, integrated, security
and risk management solutions. Securing assets,
people and places using leading security techniques.

Our flexible solutions can be 
systems led or a hybrid of security 
personnel and innovative technology 
and are designed uniquely for your 
business and budget.

By combining the expertise of our 
people and deploying the best 
technology, we can design, implement 
and supply tailored security and 
technology-driven solutions to suit  
the needs of any environment.

Ward Security has a proven track record 
of successfully delivering risk-based 
security solutions nationally for over  
20 years. Our customer-focused 
National Operations Centre (NOC) 
operates 24/7 365 days of the year.

The benefits:

 Remote monitoring

	 360˚	site	surveillance

 Continuous live monitoring

 Fast response to intruders

 Identify false alarms

   Video evidence of security  
breaches captured

 Audible warnings (siren or voice)

  Mobile monitoring of sites via app 
based tech

  Live alerts of crimes taking place

 Thermal night time imaging

  Cost effective and adaptable

 Temporary or permanent solution 
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Our advanced tech based  
security can be applied to: 

 Commercial Premises

 Vacant / Void Property

 Multi-Use Schemes

 Residential Developments

 Retail/Shopping Centres

 Business Parks

 Data Centres

 Aviation

 Maritime

 Parks & Open Spaces

 Construction Sites

 Events



Security Guarding
We provide manned security for a wide range of sites and 
situations, including; commercial, multi tenanted office space, 
critical infrastructure, public sector, high-risk residential 
property, City financial institutes, student campuses, and  
the private residences of celebrities.
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You can outsource your entire security 
guarding requirements or use our highly 
trained and motivated personnel to 
support your in-house teams.

Our experienced and professional 
officers can work in plain clothes or 
high profile uniform, according to your 
requirements. All of our Security Officers 
are supported by dedicated regional 
Operations Managers as well as our 
compliance team who can offer you 
valuable advice on the security of your 
property. The support network extends 
to our state-of-the-art Control Centre 
with staff on hand to assist you  
24 hours a day.

As an ACS approved contractor, all our 
trained and highly professional Officers 
are licensed by the Security Industry 
Authority and screened to BS7858 
standard, each undergoing an extensive 
background and criminal record check 
before being deployed.

Combined with security guarding,  
we can incorporate monitored access 
control, CCTV and search routines using 
electronic detection equipment where 
necessary. A tour monitoring system 
provides real-time proof of attendance 
for contract compliance as well as 
Officer safety.

The benefits:

  Highly trained, experienced  and 
professional officers

  Officers dress according to your 
requirements

  Can be used to fulfil your entire 
security guarding requirements 
or support your in-house team

  All officers licensed by the 
Security Industry Authority

  Screened to BS7858 standards

  Access to 24 / 7 support from 
the Control Centre

  A tour monitoring system 
provides real-time tracking



CCTV monitoring
24/7 Security surveillance providing high quality footage.  
It is a permanently ‘live’ system, recording everything and 
can be used for both external and internal surveillance.

All our site security systems are 
monitored by our National Operations 
Centre via our Business Intelligence 
System.

Ward Security can provide a complete
design - build - monitor solution, or 
can assist you in managing your own 
suppliers to ensure the most appropriate 
technologies, best service and value  
are installed.

The benefits:

 24 / 7 security monitoring

  Continuous live footage

  Flexible Monitoring – connect 
your site from anywhere in  
the world

  Rapid Response – if an intruder 
is detected, we respond 
immediately

  Theft prevention

  Protection for staff and 
customers

  Visible proactive deterrent

  Live alert of a crime taking place
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ReconEyez Outdoor Security
Information, not noise. Asset protection with visual 
confirmation. The most effective remote asset monitoring 
and perimeter protection available.

An autonomous motion-triggered high 
dynamic range camera system.

CCTV gives video without intelligence. 
Motion alarms alert without visual 
confirmation. ReconEyez alerts you with 
visual confirmation – and only when the 
threat is real.

Prevent crime, don’t just document it. 
Humans are not infallible. Even constantly 
monitoring security cameras isn’t a 
foolproof solution. ReconEyez constantly 
monitors your assets and alerts you to 
human intruders.

ReconEyez units demand no existing 
infrastructure and can be installed 
or relocated in a matter of minutes. 
The units employ independent power 
sources (with optional solar panels) 
and communicate wirelessly via mobile 
networks enabling access via internet.

The battery lasts more than 400 days. 
We have achieved such low power 
consumption by combining smart and 
efficient power management techniques 
with communication methods that 
impose minimum requirements on 
bandwidth.

The benefits:

 24/7 HD protection, day and night

 The industry’s smartest algorithms

 Visual confirmation every time

  Easy to hide, easy to service

  35m Detection Range

  Artificial Intelligence recognition 
 of people/vehicles

  Long life cycle, good for  
all conditions

  No cost of running cables,  
no cables to cut, easy to reposition



Autonomous CCTV towers
Our CCTV towers are ideal for temporary surveillance 
where there is no power, a rapid solution is required  
or there is a requirement to protect a mobile asset. 

The benefits:

 Environmentally friendly

  Free standing, scalable, flexible 
mobile units

 Ideal for rapid deployment

 No external power needed

 Solar powered with back up battery

  Live relay of footage to National 
Operations Centre

  Audible horns, live or pre-recorded 
messages via tannoy system

Our solar powered CCTV Towers 
have cameras mounted at the top of 
a 6m mast and use the latest high 
performance CCTV technology.  
Live images are transmitted wirelessly 
from the Towers direct to our National 
Operations Centre.

No special groundwork preparation is 
needed just a flat surface which means
they are quick to deploy. CCTV Towers 
have built in horns and tannoys providing 
the ability for security personnel to audio 
challenge any intruders.

There is also a choice of specification 
depending on operational needs  
e.g. surveillance, thermal imaging.

  Mast mounted high 
performance PIR 
movement sensors

  PTZ and static fully 
functional cameras

  3G and 4G 
connectivity for 
greater mobile 
network resilience  
and lower mobile 
network costs

Common uses:

 Temporary vacant premises

 Construction sites

 Mobile asset protection

  Perimeter intruder  
detection system

 Traffic counting

 Vehicle detection

 Virtual trip wires

 Events

Intruder detection systems
An alternative to traditional manned guarding, Intruder 
Detection Systems receive remote intruder detection signals
and verify if a genuine security breach has been caused.

Wireless Intruder Detection Systems 
(WIDS) 

Portable and do not require mains 
power, they can be used as an internal 
or external system or a mixture of 
both, featuring alarm sirens and smoke 
sensors if required.

WIDS use movement sensors. When 
they are activated, a short video clip is 
sent via the mobile phone network to a 
control room or a mobile device where 
the footage can be viewed immediately.

Security staff can then take action  
such as challenge an intruder through  
a two-way voice system, or deploy 
officers to the scene.

Perimeter Intruder Detection Systems 
(PIDS) 

Perimeter systems monitor and alert 
to problems arising around a premises 
perimeter.

Using PIDS extends the area of 
protection and gives users a means 
of early detection of potential security 
breaches beyond the physical building, 
allowing more time to assess and take 
appropriate action.

PIDS are wireless and portable and 
share similar benefits to WIDS.

Our Intruder Detection Systems can be 
deployed and installed quickly, providing 
instant peace of mind.

The benefits:

 Low cost

 Quick and easy to install

 No need for mains power

  Can be combined with other 
security solutions

  Excellent temporary or  
semi-permanent security 
solution

  Avoids false alarm call out 
charges

 For internal and external use

Common uses:

 Vacant Properties

 Construction Sites

 Warehouses

 Expos and Temporary Events

 Fuel Depots

 Water Treatment Plants

 Shipyards

 Marinas

 Farms

 Garages
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Mobile services
Our proactive and reactive Alarm Response, Keyholding, 
and Security Patrol Services give you comprehensive cover 
for both your premises and employees out of hours.

As keyholders for your business 
premises we hold keys and a full set  
of instructions on how to respond  
in an emergency. This means our 
officers act as first responders on 
your behalf to alarm calls or any other 
outright emergencies that are spotted 
when you are not on site such as 
perimeter damage, a broken window  
or a water leak. 

Through our pre-agreed arrangements, 
we will deal quickly and efficiently with 
the situation on your behalf. When an 
alarm goes off, our National Operations 
Centre will deploy a Mobile Response 
Officer to your site. Our average 
response time to a call is 20 minutes.

On arriving at your premises our officers 
will be able to immediately assess the 
situation, access your premises and 
will also be equipped with detailed 
assignment instructions. They will have a 
detailed plan of your premises, be aware 
of any health and safety risks and will 
know exactly what actions you wish us 
to take in response to any situation.

We have partnered with Team Software 
and their Servicetrac platform enabling 
us to provide our clients with real-time 
reports on all of our mobile services. 
This helps our team complete their tasks 
and report back to our customers in 
real-time. With the use of Servicetrac 
it ensures SLA compliance and service 
delivery by enabling mobile audits and 
inspections for client sites and funnelling 
data to centralized control. Service issues 
caught or reported are transferred to our 
integrated helpdesk for resolution.

We can tailor each report to client 
specific requirements for services such 
as Void Property Inspections, Keyholding 
and Alarm Response, Welfare Visits, 
Patrols, Lone worker Escorting, Locks 
and Unlocks of premises.

The benefits:

  Fast response on alarm calls and 
other outright emergencies

 Expert situation handling

  Out-of-hours patrols

  Unlock your premises prior to staff 
commencing work and lock up at 
the end of the day

  Lone worker escort service for 
vulnerable employees on site 
outside normal office hours

  Real time reports that include 
photographic evidence delivered 
direct to the client

National Operations Centre
At the heart of our business is our state-of-the-art National 
Operations Centre (NOC), providing intelligence and 
communication that helps us take the most efficient action.

All major incidents are coordinated 
from the NOC and all remote CCTV 
surveillance is undertaken here by our 
team of highly trained, professional 
CCTV operatives.

The benefits:

  Early identification of risks and 
threats

  Expert analysis of risks, providing 
meaningful understanding of each 
threat

  Drive appropriate response which 
minimises risk

  Live communication and updates 
during and following a major 
incident

  Rapid dissemination of information 
to the right people, at the right 
time, to enable effective action

  Enhancing the safety of people 
through effective communication

  A rapid return to ‘business as usual’ 
through impact reduction

Key activities:

  Manned 24 / 7, 365 days of the 
year by SIA licensed operatives

  Command and control, 
intelligence gathering

  Out of hours helpdesk

  Communications hub

  Keyholding response centre

   CCTV, WIDS and PIDS monitoring

  Evidence recording / remote 
retrieval from surveillance units

  Alarm triggering response

  Lone worker monitoring

   Live tracking of patrol and 
response units

  Deployment of rapid response 
teams to manage incidents

  Robust decisions in fast moving 
situations

  Constant vigilance and 
assessment
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Specialist dog services
One of the largest, independent dog providers in the UK, we 
supply both general purpose patrol dogs and specialist search 
& detection dogs to both the private and public sector.

General purpose patrol dogs

Our general purpose patrol dogs are used 
everywhere from parks and open spaces 
to sites with large footprints, like large 
shopping centres and areas where lone 
security officers maybe at risk. 

We have a large team of professional 
trained handlers and patrol dogs who are 
highly experienced in working in busy 
areas where a high degree of liaison is 
required with the general public. Our 
team often provide additional support to 
other security teams including businesses 
using in-house security officers or other 
businesses. We are always happy to 
integrate and work alongside other 
established teams.

We pride ourselves in having a friendly, 
approachable team who can provide both 
a reassuring presence to the public as well 
as a highly effective criminal deterrent. 

Many of our units carry both a general 
purpose patrol dog and a search dog 
which provides clients with greater 
flexibility and an ability for our team to  
be responsive to ad hoc needs.

Specialist search dogs 

Our highly trained specialist search 
dog service provides an extra level of 
security for your premises.

Our search dogs are trained to the 
highest standards and regularly 
employed by the police to assist 
them with searches. Search dogs 
have excellent scenting capabilities, 
physical stamina and a high degree of 
intelligence.

At Ward Security we select our dogs 
when they are puppies or young adults 
and train them over a period of years 
to become search dogs. Both our dog 
handlers and their search dogs undergo 
extensive training, which is led by our 
former police trainers and perform to 
the highest standards.

Mobility and the ability to conduct a 
task in any environment is where dogs 
come into their own. From searching 
people entering large venues, to 
carrying out searches on vehicles and 
property our dogs can be deployed 
across a wide range of sites.

The benefits:

 Highly effective visual deterrent

  Trained to be safe with public domain

 Highly trained in a specialist role

   Quick to evaluate situation and  
react accordingly

   Effective security management for 
sites with large footprints

  Additional protection for lone  
security officers

Common uses:

 Parks & Open Spaces

 Shopping Centres

 Stadiums & Exhibition Centres

 Theatre Halls

 Commercial Premises / Datacentres

 Residential Developments

 Airports / Ports

Bluetooth Padlock & Lockbox
No keys to lose, no combinations to forget with the 
bluetooth Padlock and Lockbox keeping your property safe 
& secure and all managed with your smartphone app.

Lockbox benefits:

  Enterprise 105 and Android app, and 
web interface, designed for business 
applications working with many locks 
and many users

  Use your smartphone to open and 
manage your lock with the Master 
Lock Vault Enterprise app

  No keys to lose, no combinations 
to forget. No unauthorized key 
duplication

  Backup access using numeric code  
on lock keypad

  Share access with others 

Padlock benefits:

  Includes Master Lock Vault 
Enterprise IOS and Android app, 
and web interface, designed for 
business applications working with 
many locks and many users.

  Use your smartphone to open and 
manage your lock with the Master 
Lock Vault Enterprise app

  No keys to lose, no combinations 
to forget. No unauthorized key 
duplication

  Easily monitor access with robust data 
and audit trails

 Easy to install with mounting hardware

  Low battery notification & reminder on 
device and in app

  Includes easy to replace CR123A battery

  Large storage capacity for keys and 
access cards

  Tracking of time spent on site from 
auditable records

  One day, time sensitive codes can  
be issued

  Backup access using directional code 
on lock keypad

  Share access with others 

  Easily monitor access with robust data 
and audit trails

  Low battery notification and reminder on 
padlock and in app

  Comes with easy to replace CR2 battery

  Battery jump allows for temporary 
access if battery dies while locked
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Risk Consultancy services
Ward Security’s expert team of consultants provide
complete risk advisory services, identifying potential risks for 
your business and advise on ways to mitigate against them.

Our fully qualified and experienced 
team of specialist risk advisors include 
technical security, crisis management, 
business continuity, counter terrorism 
and cyber security. 

We can provide a complete corporate 
security strategy as well as design 
- build - monitor systems and assist 
you in choosing the most appropriate 
technologies, service and value for  
your business.

Our Consultancy Team Services include:

  Technology solutions

  System design and integration

  Holistic corporate security strategy

  Risk assessments, operational 
requirements, system design and  
life cycle analysis

   Integration of automated access  
control systems

  Security management systems 
(SMS)

  Video analytics, facial 
recognition, ANPR

  Visitor management systems 
(VMS)

  Business continuity planning

  Crisis management

System installation services

CCTV installation 
and monitoring

Intruder  
Detections Systems 
installation  
(WIDS & PIDS)

Planned and 
preventative systems 
maintenance

Physical security
installations – doors and 
portals, security locking 

systems, lockboxes

SMS and VMS 
installations

Vehicle access  
security – barriers,  

blockers, rising
bollards, electric gates

Pedestrian access  
security – turnstiles, 

speedstiles and  
access gates

CCTV Tower Rapid deployment team
24 hour engineer response

Perimeter security – security fences, 
toppings and anti-climb mechanisms

Our System 
Installation 
services 
include:
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London Office
12 Appold Street

London EC2A 2AW

Telephone: 0845 872 1330

Kent Office
Fitted Rigging House

The Historic Dockyard
Chatham

Kent ME4 4TZ

Telephone: 0845 847 6180

Email: info@ward-security.co.uk




